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Champion Elevator Corp. is an independently owned, full-service elevator maintenance, repair,
violation removal, and testing company. All services are provided throughout New York City’s five
boroughs, Westchester, Nassau & Suffolk counties, as well as Connecticut and New Jersey.

We offer our customers a hand-selected and carefully screened group of highly dedicated and
talented elevator professionals to work with. I am extremely proud to be part of such a great team!
The strategic pre-planning of our business model combined with pro-active daily operations have
made Champion the elevator source for many building-related professionals. The referrals we
frequently receive from our clients is confirmation of our successful efforts to provide superior
products and services.

As the president of Champion Elevator, I wish to personally thank our customers, consultants and
employees who have shown great confidence in Champion Elevator Corp. We know there are many
choices for whom you can work with. Your loyalty and dedication are appreciated and remembered.

As a company, every day we seek new challenges to make ourselves better, achieve higher
standards, increase efficiency and provide our customers with the very best elevator services
possible. Our goal is to continuously reaffirm your selection of Champion as a superior industry
leader and to provide our employees a fair, safe, and committed place of employment.

If you’re looking for an independent, owner-operated company that puts customer and employee
care at the top of its priorities and lives up to its promises and reputation for quality, then Champion
Elevator is the right choice for you.

Don Gelestino is an IREON member and president of Champion Elevator Corp., NY
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